Important to know

If the execution of Excel macros is correctly enabled, the screen below will be displayed after having launched the application.

If this screen is not displayed, you have to check the settings of the activation of Excel macros (see guide below).
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Functions of some buttons

1. The button « Initialize » (Initialize) initializes the exercise; that is to say it deletes the data in all the Excel cells where data are calculated or inserted by the user. This allows the user to repeat the exercise as many as they want in order to be familiar with the routine of food balance sheet compilation.

2. The button « Close app » (close app) closes the application by saving all the modifications done by the user.

3. The other buttons of the welcoming screen allow to navigate between different Excel sheets of the application by taking into account the links that exist between them. For example, by clicking on « Balancing SUA account » (Balancing SUA accounts) the user accedes to a table in which the data, for each component, are pre-filled. It is the same when clicking on
“Standardize and aggregate”; the user accedes to a table in which the balanced Supply and Utilization Account of the previous step is pre-filled.

4. **Buttons « Refresh »** (important)

All the Excel sheets of the applications have this button. In fact, with the references in all the Excel sheets, the key « Enter » may display nothing when the user wants to validate data they insert or formula they compute.

Instead of pressing the key « Enter », just click on the button « refresh » and it works!

1. **The button « Load data in the following table»** (important)

This button loads data of a previous table in the following one in order to allow to the user to do the calculations or the balancing (SAU and FBS) step by step. The button is found in the following parts: « Balancing SUA account », « Balancing FBS » and « Nutrient supplies and calories ». 